Mixed-solvent molecular dynamics (MixMD) simulations use full protein flexibility and competition between water and small organic probes to achieve accurate hot-spot mapping on protein surfaces. In this study, we improved MixMD using human immunodeficiency virus type-1 protease (HIVp) as the test case. We used three probewater solutions (acetonitrile-water, isopropanol-water, and pyrimidine-water), first at 50% w/w concentration and later at 5% v/v. Paradoxically, better mapping was achieved by using fewer probes; 5% simulations gave a superior signal-to-noise ratio and far fewer spurious hot spots than 50% MixMD. Furthermore, very intense and well-defined probe occupancies were observed in the catalytic site and potential allosteric sites that have been 
INTRODUCTION
A crucial step in structure-based drug design is the identification of the potential sites on the target protein for high-affinity ligand binding. Binding sites are generally characterized by binding hot spots on the protein surface that have high propensity for ligand binding, [1] [2] [3] [4] typically lined by solvent-exposed, hydrophobic amino acid residues. Such composition allows organic molecules with hydrophobic characteristics to effectively compete against the bulk solvent ($55.5 molar of water) for the binding hot spots through a combination of enthalpic and entropic contributions, where loosely bound water molecules on the hydrophobic protein surface can be displaced with minimal energy penalty. Two experimental approaches were developed to identify binding hot spots: the multiple-solvent crystal structure (MSCS) method [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and fragment binding detected by nuclear magnetic resonance, "structure-activity relationship (SAR) by NMR". 10, 11 Both methods use small organic molecules with weak binding as probes to identify the hot spots. These experimental methods are very powerful, but there are limitations that prevent wide application across all targets. NMR is limited to small proteins, and some targets are not amenable to crystallization. Furthermore, for the proteins that form good crystals, the integrity of the crystal may deteriorate with the addition of organic solvent. When this happens, it reduces the precision of the crystal model and results in larger B-factors and higher uncertainties. To circumvent these restrictions, computational methods that utilize static crystal structures to locate binding hot spots have been developed. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] These methods have had varying degrees of success and share common limitations. In particular, numerous local free energy minima are common on the probed surface due to the lack of protein dynamics in the crystal structure. Another major shortfall is the lack of solvation effect and the probe-water competition at the protein surface.
To enhance the identification of binding hot spots, methods that sample probe-protein interactions dynamically have been developed. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] These methods perform molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the target protein solvated with probewater solution and identify the binding hot spots that are frequented by probes. The MacKerell group has developed the site-identification by ligand competitive saturation (SILCS) method that simulates the targets in a benzene/propane/water mixture to generate maps of binding hot spots, 19, 20, 22 where binding free energy is estimated from the binding propensities of the probes. 18, 25 However, site-identification by ligand competitive saturation requires the use of artificial repulsive interactions to avoid aggregation of the highly hydrophobic probes. Seco et al. 23 simulated proteins in an isopropanol (IPA)/water solution box and estimated the binding affinity by the ratio of observed probe density to the expected probe density. Bakan et al. 18 assessed the druggability of the protein surface by estimating the probe binding affinities of a mixture of organic solvents in water. The choice of solvent probes and their proportion in the mixture were based on the frequency of the chemical feature in drug molecules. 26 However, this approach relies on the estimation of probe density and has not been validated by comparison with MSCS or SAR by NMR, the experimental counterparts to these probing methods.
As an alternative to these MD methods, we developed our method for mixed-solvent MD (MixMD). [27] [28] [29] MixMD uses miscible, organic solvents as probes for hot-spot identification, which avoids the introduction of artificial repulsion terms to prevent the aggregation of the probes. The positions of the probes are integrated into probe-occupancy maps that can be examined in a manner similar to electron density maps. The accuracy of MixMD has been confirmed 27 by direct comparison of the MixMD result for hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) in 50% w/w acetonitrile (ACN)-water solution and HEWL results from MSCS 9 and SAR by NMR. 10 In a follow-up work, 28 ACN and IPA were used as probes for several monomeric proteins: HEWL, elastase, p53, RNase A, subtilisin, and thermolysin. MixMD correctly reproduced the binding hot spots seen in the MSCS of these test cases.
In this work, we use four probe types-ACN, IPA, pyrimidine (1P3), and N-methylacetamide (NMA)-and demonstrate that, on the timescale examined here, 50% MixMD method does not disrupt the integrity of human immunodeficiency virus type-1 protease (HIVp), a homodimeric protein held together by noncovalent interactions. Furthermore, we demonstrate the advantages of utilizing 5% v/v probe-water solution over 50% w/w solution in MixMD. A 5% concentration of probes in water was examined because it is compatible with conditions used in experimental verification by NMR and crystallography; these lower concentrations are usually not detrimental to the stability of the protein or crystal integrity. 19, 30 Serendipitously, lowering the probe concentration significantly improved the signal-to-noise ratio of genuine binding hot spots over spurious ones. We also examined the hot spots on the protein surface that are part of protein-protein interfaces or crystal contacts. These results confirm the usefulness of MixMD as a strategy to map binding cavities and protein-protein interfaces, which can then guide the construction of pharmacophore models for ligand screening.
METHODS

Setup of MixMD
The crystal structures of HIVp with semi-open (PDB:1HHP 31 ) and closed conformations (PDB:1PRO 32 ) were used in the simulations. All bound ligands were removed. The tLeAP module of AMBER11 33 was used to add hydrogens to the protein (one of the two catalytic ASP was protonated to ASH), and the protein was parameterized with FF99SB force field. 34 SHAKE 35 was applied to restrain all bonds to hydrogen atoms, and 2-fs simulation time step was used. Particle Mesh Ewald (PMD) 36 and a 10-Å cutoff distance for long-range interaction were used. The system charge was neutralized with Cl
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counter ions, and temperature was regulated through an Andersen thermostat. 37 Amber parameters for ACN and NMA were used. 38 Parameters for IPA and 1P3 were based on the OPLS-AA parameters. 39, 40 These choices were based on an in-depth exploration of available probe parameters. 29 For 50% w/w probe-water MixMD, the protein was solvated in an 18-Å , pre-equilibrated box of probe and TIP3P water. 41 For 5% probe-water MixMD, a v/v definition was needed because of the setup protocol. The solvent around the protein was made in a layered manner, in which the protein was coated with a shell of probe solvent, which was then placed within a large box of water. Control of probe concentration was achieved through adjusting the volume of the water box to obtain the correct ratio of probe and water molecules. Ratios of water molecules to probe molecules are given in the Supporting Information for all solvents at both 50% w/w and 5% v/v.
The MixMD system underwent 250 cycles of steepest-descent minimization followed by 4750 cycles of conjugate-gradient minimization with the protein fixed. Each system was gradually heated from 10 to 300 K over 80 ps in the NVT ensemble, whereas the protein was restrained by a harmonic force constant of 10 kcal/molÁÅ 2 . Restraints on protein heavy atoms were gradually removed over 350 ps, while the temperature was maintained at 300 K, followed by unrestrained equilibration for 1.4 ns. For each system, five independent, 20-ns production runs of MixMD were performed in the NPT ensemble using the GPU-enabled PMEMD. 33, 42 Proper mixing of the probes and water was monitored with radial distribution functions (RDF), which we have shown is necessary to verify solvent parameters and setup protocol. 29 The RDF are given in Supporting Information Figure S1 .
Essential Dynamics
Essential dynamics (ED) 43, 44 was used to monitor and compare the dynamics of the protein structure in MixMD simulations. PTRAJ performed the matrix calculation on the protein backbone heavy atoms and generated the eigenvectors and the associated eigenvalues of the MD trajectories. 45 Vectors of each residue were superimposed onto the C a atom of the residue, and the results were visualized using VMD in the form of a porcupine plot. 46, 47 Dot product was used to quantitatively compare two eigenvectors, in which the vector on each of the n number of C a atoms in an eigenvector was compared with the corresponding vector in another eigenvector. The medians of the dotproducts describe the global similarity of the compared eigenvectors.
Probe Occupancy Maps
The last 10 ns of each of the individual runs were combined and analyzed by PTRAJ to generate the probe occupancy map. The trajectory was fitted to the reference structure (i.e., crystal structure 1HHP) by C a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), excluding the flexible flap region of residues 45-55 and 45 0 -55 0 . The PTRAJ "grid" command, with a 0.5 Å 3 0.5 Å 3 0.5 Å spacing over the entire volume, was used to calculate the occupancies of water and probe at each grid point. To effectively compare the occupancy maps from different sources, the maps were normalized by converting the raw data into standard score (Z-score) with the equation
x i 2l r where x i is the occupancy at a grid point i, and l and r are the mean and standard deviation of occupancy of all grid points, respectively.
The normalized probe occupancy maps were visualized with PyMOL. 48 The contour levels of probe occupancy represent the number of standard deviation (r) between the raw occupancy at the grid points and the mean occupancy, similar to viewing electron density maps.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have chosen HIVp as a test case because it is a system with interesting dynamic properties that has been studied extensively. 49 
MixMD with Semi-Open HIVp in a High Concentration of Probe Solvent
In our first MixMD simulations of apo, semi-open HIVp in 50% probe-water, the protein was solvated in a box of premixed solution (Supporting Information Table S1 ). To confirm the solutions remained well mixed throughout the MixMD simulations, the RDFs of the probes and water were calculated for both the first and second 10-ns interval. Both the early and late RDFs of all three 50% probe-water MixMD did indeed converge to unity between 8 and 10 Å , reproducing the appropriate patterns we have shown previously. 29 This pattern indicates that even mixing was maintained throughout the simulations and no aggregation of probe and water molecules occurred. There was concern that unrestrained MixMD simulations of a protein without structure-stabilizing disulfide bridges may be susceptible to denaturation with the introduction of so Identifying Binding Hot Spots on Protein Surfaces by MixMD 23 many small organic probes. 19 Global and local structure analyses of the protein were performed to verify that the probes did not destabilize the protein. C a RMSDs were calculated for the core of HIVp (excluding the flaps), which remained stable throughout the MixMD simulations (Supporting Information Figure S2 ). The core RMSD of 50% ACN-water, IPA-water, and 1P3-water MixMD simulations were 1.7 6 0.3 Å , 1.6 6 0.3 Å , and 1.8 6 0.7 Å , respectively, which is similar to that of our 40-ns, pure-water MD simulation of apo HIVp (1.5 6 0.3 Å ). Two of the 1P3-water MixMD simulations experienced flap opening event, 34 and hence the slightly larger core RMSD (Supporting Information Figure S2 In addition to the average conformational behavior, we wanted to examine how the solvent influenced the dynamic behavior. We applied ED to extract the collective atomic displacements that may be important to protein functions, 43, 44 and the resultant eigenvectors were compared with the ED of apo HIVp from a 40-ns, pure-water MD. We used a global similarity factor, which is equivalent to the median of the dotproducts of two eigenvectors, to quantitatively describe the degree of overlap between the compared ED eigenvectors. Through comparison, we observed that the first several eigenvectors of all MixMD systems had good correlation (global similarity factor > 0.5) to the corresponding eigenvectors of apo HIVp in pure-water MD (Table I and Supporting Information Figure S3 ). Furthermore, these eigenvectors often encompassed the most significant dynamic motions of the protein 44 that described the opening-closing and shearing motions of the flaps; the cumulative eigenvalue of the first three modes of ED usually describes > 70% of the simulated protein motions (Supporting Information Table S2 ). Hence, ED comparison suggests that the application of 50% probewater solution in MixMD did not introduce an artificial effect in the general protein dynamics of HIVp.
Identification of Binding Hot Spots in the Semi-Open State
MixMD uses organic probes to identify hot spots that have high propensity for ligand binding, and the frequency of probe occupation should be proportional to its binding affinity. To identify the hot spots, the probe positions throughout the MixMD trajectory were integrated into a probe-occupancy map, which is then normalized for quantitative comparison of different probe-occupancy maps. The intensity of the occupancy is represented as the number of standard deviation (r) above the basal level of occupancy. Hence, the intensity of the probe occupancy can be visualized as a surface of contour that represents the minimum r-value of probe occupancy within the enclosed volume, just like visualizing electron density from X-ray crystallography. To focus on the hot spots that are most frequently sampled by the probes, the contour level is adjusted so that only the probe occupancies with strong intensity would remain. Higher r-values equal higher occupancies by probe solvent.
In the MixMD simulations of semi-open, apo HIVp in 50% ACN-water, IPA-water, and 1P3-water solutions, we observed numerous weak probe occupancies that disappeared as the contour level was increased from r 5 5 to 8. Among the intense probe occupancies that remained, several patches of protein surface were consistently mapped by all three organic probes, and these volumes occupy the Exo, the Eye, and the Face sites ( Figure 1 ). To map the central active site, we had to use the closed form of HIVp, which is discussed further below.
Using a High Probe Concentration Yields May Weak Occupancies
Regardless of the probe type in the 50% probe-water MixMD, at low contour levels like r 5 5, there are numerous tiny probe occupancies on the protein surface (Figure 1 ), similar to results observed in other methods. 20, [22] [23] [24] [25] 59, 60 Although many of these weak occupancies are irrelevant and can be eliminated simply by increasing the contour level to r 5 8, they may misguide and distract researchers from studying the genuine binding hot spots. Such "noise," or spurious probe occupancies, may result from the use of excessive quantity of probes in the MixMD; excess probe molecules may occupy the local free energy minima on the protein surface because other probe molecules have already occupied the genuine binding hot spots. Another drawback of the 50% probe-water MixMD is the narrow gap that differentiates intense and weak probe occupancies; increasing the contour level by as few as three r units effectively eliminated most of the probe occupancies. This narrow gap for the signal-to-noise ratio (real sites seen with 8-r contour vs. the additional noise sites with a 5-r contour) hinders the distinction between the intense occupancies of genuine hot spots from the weak, spurious occupancies.
MixMD of Semi-Open, Apo HIVp with Low Concentrations of Probe Solvent
Large concentrations of probe solvent were used as a way to increase the sampling across the protein surface. However, one of the pitfalls of using the 50% probe-water MixMD is that the concentration of organic solvent is too high to be directly compared with experimental data. This kind of solvent is not experimentally feasible because many proteins are known to be sensitive to additives in the buffer, e.g., salts, buffering agents, and organic solvents. For example, proteolytic activity of HIVp diminishes when dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) concentration exceeds 5%. 61 To circumvent the issues arising from using high concentrations of probes in MixMD simulations, we reduced the probe concentration to 5% in the MixMD. A low concentration was chosen because experiments are limited to low concentrations, and this will facilitate comparisons with experimental data. Because the probe molecules would be very dilute in the 5% probe-water MixMD ($200 probe molecules to $15,000 water molecules), we were concerned that the probe molecules may spend too much time in the vast volume of the bulk solvent and have limited sampling of the protein surface. Hence, we altered the solvation strategy by layering the solvent around the protein: a shell of probe molecules was first coated on the protein, and then the protein and probes were placed into a large box of water molecules that created a probe-to-water ratio of 1:55.5 (Supporting Information Table S3 ). The diffusion constants of all the probes are high enough that the water molecules can compete off the weakly bound probes within the short equilibration phase. Probe solvent in the binding hot spots interacts strongly and remains there for an extended period of time to yield high occupancies on the grid maps. This layered approach is a different way to enhance sampling of the probe solvent on the protein surface, and it is inspired by the "washing" steps in MSCS.
To confirm that performing MixMD with the layered solvation method did not introduce artifacts to probe distribution and protein motion, we performed both premixed and layered MixMD of HIVp with 5% ACN-water solution for comparison. Identical to the other MixMD simulations, the solvent 
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RDFs of the layered MixMD converged to unity by the completion of equilibrations and remained well mixed for the duration of all production runs. Thus, the artifice of the layered-solvation strategy seems minimal and suitable for use in MixMD. We performed ED analysis on the protein from the premixed and the layered MixMD and found that the two sets of protein dynamics are highly correlated. The global similarity factors of the first eigenvector of the premixed and layered MixMD have high values (>0.7), demonstrating that the protein dynamics were highly similar in both premixed and layered MixMD (Table II and Figure 2A , where red is used to show correlated motion). Most importantly, the hotspots identified by MixMD with 5% ACN-water were essentially identical for premixed and layered solvation strategies, and they were in good agreement with the 50% simulations. At contour r 5 25, both strategies identified the Exo, Eye, and Face sites as the most occupied regions on the protein surface. Furthermore, the number of weak occupancies are significantly reduced ( Figure 2B compared with Figure 1 ), providing a much cleaner probe occupancy map.
Low Probe Concentration Yields Higher Signal-to-Noise Ratios
We found that a 5% concentration for probe solvent demonstrated significant advantages over the 50% MixMD method. For the 50% probe-water MixMD of apo HIVp in semi-open conformation (Figure 1 ), the occupancy maps identified the Exo site, Eye site, and Face site, but numerous spurious sites are identified at low contour levels (r < 6). The gap between intense and weak occupancies is narrow (Dr < 3), and a contour level of r 5 10 would effectively eliminate all probe occupancies. In contrast, 5% probe-water MixMD found the same hot spots identified by 50% MixMD, yet the weak and intense occupancies are separated by a large difference (contours of r 5 10 vs. contours of r ! 25). The most intense binding hot spots remained at 30 r-values above the basal level of occupancy, effectively eliminating most spurious sites (Figure 3 ).
Hence, 5% MixMD provides a better signal-to-noise ratio and clearer resolution of binding hot spots than 50% probe-water MixMD could achieve. Typically, most weak occupancies can be eliminated by r > 15. At contour level r 5 25, only the most intense binding hot spots for the apo state remained: the Exo site, the Eye site, and the Face site. Therefore, the 5% solvation strategy should be applied in the majority of MixMD studies, and an occupancy contour level of ! 20 r should be used as a standard cutoff for defining a binding hot spot. Importantly, the Eye site has been confirmed by X-ray crystallography, in which the probe occupancies overlap with the crystallized fragment 5NI ( Figure 4A ). 57 A ligand similar to this fragment has also been identified and demonstrated to modulate HIVp proteolytic activity in both wild-type and multidrug-resistant HIVp. 56 ACN, IPA, and 1P3 consistently mapped the Exo site, a long shallow cleft formed on the side of HIVp and situated far away from the peptide-binding site and the Eye site. MixMD indicates that the Exo site is composed of two discrete hot spots separated by $8.0 Å . Accordingly, the Exo site can be divided into two subsites, Exo site 1 (near G16, L63, and A71) and Exo site 2 (near I64, G65, and K70). Crystallographic evidence in structures such as 3KFP and 3KFN 57 support the existence of these two subsites, in which buffer additives (e.g., acetate and DMSO) are found to overlap with the proposed Exo subsites ( Figure 4B ). The Exo site has been proposed to function as an allosteric site for regulation of flap movement. 62, 63 Unlike the Eye site, currently no known ligand has been developed to target the Exo site.
Binding Hot Spots in the Semi-Open State of HIVp
FIGURE 3
Probe occupancies of 5% probe-water solution in MixMD of HIVp. ACN, IPA, and 1P3 probe occupancies are shown as orange, blue, and purple meshes, respectively. Increasing the contour level from r 5 10 to 25 eliminates weak occupancies. Very few spurious occupancies are observed compared with the occupancy maps of 50% MixMD ( Figure 1 ). All three probes occupancies overlap in the Exo, Eye, and Face sites. 
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Based on the HIVp co-crystals of small fragments such as 3KFR and 3KFS, Perryman et al. 57 proposed the Flap site, a ligand binding site on top/outside of the flap. Our MixMD results indicate that the Flap site is less favorable than other hotspots because all MixMD simulations have weaker probe occupancies at this site. For 50% MixMD, a low contour of r 5 5 effectively eliminates the probe occupancies at the Flap site. For 5% MixMD, a contour above r 5 10 is sufficient to remove all probe occupancies observed at the Flap site along with other spurious occupancies ( Figure 5 ). Although the probe occupancy at this site is weak, MixMD's ability to map the Flap site shows some favorable physical and chemical properties to attract hydrophobic organic molecules. Protein denaturation experiments suggest that the Flap site attracts small molecules and the subsequent binding regulates protein conformations of the flaps of HIV-1p. 58 It is difficult to compare our simulation maps for the semiopen state with maps produced by other groups that use mixed-solvent MD. Only MacKerell and coworkers 22 have simulated an apo form. Their analysis focused on the catalytic site, and other potential sites were not discussed or shown. However, they did note that the maps for hotspots in the peptide binding site were poor when using the apo, semi-open state. They found that the aromatic/aliphatic maps of the S1, S2, S1 0 , and S2 0 subpockets were much better from their simulation of the closed form of HIVp. We had similar results as outlined in the next section. Alvarez-Garcia and Barril 24 have also simulated the closed form of HIVp in mixed-solvent simulations, but they did not use any aromatic probes, which are a significant feature in our maps and MacKerell's. Also, aromatic groups are common features in HIVp inhibitors, and so it is hard to compare Barril's maps with other experimental data.
MixMD of HIVp in Its Closed Conformation
We observed that the catalytic, peptide-binding site of HIVp in the semi-open conformation was mapped weakly in both 5% and 50% ACN, IPA, and 1P3 MixMD. All occupancy grid points were less than r 5 15, and they were not seen when visualizing the maps at higher r-values. The central competitive site is a well-known, druggable site targeted in HIV treatment; so, we were surprised at the weak mapping. Of course, the protein conformation plays a significant role in dictating the favorability of the probe binding, and the semi-open positions of the flap residues lining the peptide-binding site must provide poorer contacts and less binding surface to attract organic probes. To confirm that the weak probe occupancies in the peptide-binding site was due to the semi-open flap conformations, layered 5% probe-water MixMD were performed for HIVp in the closed conformation. The inhibitor amprenavir, found in the crystal structure 1HPV, 64 was used as reference for the positions of the known hot spots in the peptide-binding site; the centroids of the four moieties of amprenavir (phenyl, 4-aminobenzenesulfonyl, isobutyl, and tetrahydrofuran-3-yl groups) were marked as the center of the S1, S2, S1 0 , and S2 0 binding pockets, respectively. The structure of HIV-1p in the closed-state simulations remained closed in all trajectories. The handedness of the flaps remained the same as the reference HIV1-p in closed conformation, and the flap-RMSD did not vary much in all trajectories (median $ 1.6 Å ). Our aim was to map the closed-state specifically, and so the trajectories were kept short. Previous studies have shown that a global change to the open state requires simulations of 40-50 ns. 34 MixMD of HIVp in the closed conformation results in strong occupancy maps for ACN, IPA, and 1P3 in the Exo and Face sites with grid points >25r. As expected, no occupancy was observed at the Eye site because it was occupied by the protein in the closed conformation and was not available for probe sampling. In contrast, slightly weaker probe occupancies were found in the S1/S1
0 and S2/S2 0 pockets at contour level r 5 20 ( Figure 6 ). It is interesting that the occupancies at these pockets are slightly weaker than those of the Exo and the Face sites. This implies that the individual subpockets for peptide substrates have weaker affinity for organic molecules; however, ligands that can simultaneously bind to multiple subpockets must gain significant synergy with increased binding affinity and selectivity, as seen in many HIVp inhibitors that occupy all four binding pockets. Because Perryman et al. 57 identified the Flap site in crystal structures of HIVp in closed conformation, we checked the probe occupancies at the Flap site in the MixMD with closed HIVp. Similar to the results from MixMD with semi-open HIVp, only weak probe occupancies were observed at this site. The grid points had occupancies < 10r in the 5% probe-water MixMD.
Mapping the Central Binding Site Using an Amide Probe Solvent
Because the natural substrates of protease enzymes are peptides that contain amide linkages, we performed MixMD using a probe with peptidic character, NMA. 39 We chose NMA because it is one of the simplest molecules that contain an amide functional group to mimic the hydrogen-bond donating and accepting patterns of a natural substrate. Similar to other probes used in MixMD with closed HIVp, the occupancy map of NMA identified the binding hot spots in the Exo site, Face site, and the S1/S1
0 and S2/S2 0 binding pockets in the peptide-binding site. Importantly, NMA has a relatively stronger occupancy in the peptide-binding site than ACN, IPA, and 1P3 ( Figure 7A ). In addition, NMA occupancy was found to overlap with a structural water molecule under the flaps 65 seen in many crystal structures of HIVp bound with various inhibitors ( Figure 7A ). This flap water has a functional role as it mediates the positioning of the flaps and the bound inhibitor through formation of an extensive hydrogen-bond network. In the case of amprenavir, this flap water coordinates I50/I50 0 of the flaps, the carbonyl oxygen, and one of the sulfonyl oxygens of the inhibitor in a tetrahedral geometry. Analyzing the water occupancy maps from the ACN-water, IPAwater, 1P3-water, and NMA-water MixMD, we did not see the flap water molecule being mapped by the MixMD, which implies that the water position is most favorable when an 
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inhibitor is present to provide part of the hydrogen-bonding network.
To further examine the interactions between NMA and the protein, the full-molecule NMA occupancy map was broken down by atom types, yielding the carbonyl oxygen (O) and amide nitrogen (N) occupancy maps. These individual maps matched well with the inhibitor amprenavir in 1HPV, in which O and N occupancies mapped the oxygen position of the tetrahydrofuran-3-yl group and the nitrogen of the 4-aminophenyl group, respectively. Significantly, the O maps have very high occupancy exactly in that position for the flap water ( Figure 7B ), which explains why the water in the MixMD simulations did not map the position. The mapping pattern of NMA was also confirmed by the crystal structure of HIVp in complex with XK216, a cyclic urea inhibitor (PDB:1HWR 66 ). The NMA O occupancy mapped to the flap water was found to overlap with the carbonyl oxygen of the inhibitor, which displaces the flap water and forms an extensive hydrogen-bond network with the flaps. On the other hand, N occupancy was found to map near the carbamide nitrogen of XK216 ( Figure 7C ). These observations strongly support the accuracy of MixMD. Furthermore, NMA-water MixMD suggests that in addition to the general probes, such as ACN, IPA, and 1P3, NMA can be used as a specialty probe for peptidebinding sites.
MixMD Identifies Shallow Protein Surfaces and Crystal-Packing Interfaces
Among the hot spots of HIVp that have been consistently mapped by ACN, IPA, and 1P3 in the 50% and 5% MixMD, only the Eye site and the peptide-binding site are concave cavities that are typically associated with small molecule binding. The other identified hot spots, the Face site (a depression near the catalytic site of HIVp composed of L20-I24 and T80-I84) and Exo site are patches of shallow protein surface. Currently, these sites are not known to have function, and they might even be regarded as spurious hot spots upon initial investigation.
MixMD identifies hot spots on protein surface that can be readily desolvated and bind organic molecules. Such hot spots may also function as site for protein-protein contacts, such as the p53-MDM2 protein interface. 67 7 where MSCS of elastase identified surface sites in addition to the known substrate-binding sites. These observations are similar to the surface sites found in our probe occupancies of HIVp, which cluster at protein surface that away from the known binding sites. To understand these observations and the relevance of the surface sites that are consistently mapped by various probes in MixMD, we compared the probe occupancy maps with crystal structures of HIVp available in the public domain. We obtained 347 crystal structures of ligand-bound HIVp and related proteases that have a diffraction resolution better than 2.5 Å from Binding MOAD. 68 Together with the apo structures, these structures were grouped into 17 crystal symmetry groups, and the symmetry units were generated and visualized through PyMOL. We found that several crystal symmetry partners have crystal contacts at or near the Exo, Face, and Flap sites ( Figure 8 ). Such clustering of probes at or near the crystal contact regions has been observed in the MCSC of HEWL 8 and elastase 7 as well. These experimental structures confirm our observation of ACN, IPA, and 1P3 occupancies at the shallow protein surface and support the accuracy of MixMD.
Interestingly, MixMD suggests the Flap site is a weak binding hot spot. The presence of resolved fragments in the cocrystals of HIVp (3KFR and 3KFS) may result from the formation of a pseudo binding pocket at the interface of the crystal contacts, which would otherwise not be present under normal conditions. In the crystal structures 3KFR and 3KFS, which are in the symmetry group P-2 1 2 1 2 1 , the Flap site of the asymmetric unit forms crystal contacts with the dimer interface of its symmetry unit (residues T4, W6, and T91-G94), which may explain the formation of a binding pocket for the fragments ( Figure 8A ). This result suggests that crystal structures should be examined carefully, especially when small molecules are found on shallow protein surface, to avoid misinterpretation of the binding of small molecules to a false site. 28 
FIGURE 8
Probe occupancies of 5% probe-water MixMD are compared with crystal contact surfaces. (A) In structure 3KFR, the small molecule indole-6-carboxylate (green sticks) resides in the Flap site, a binding pocket formed by symmetry contacts (cyan ribbons) of neighboring HIVp. The probe occupancies observed at this site were weak in all of our simulations. (B) In structure 2AZC, Exo site 1 has crystal contacts with an Exo site of its symmetry partner (yellow ribbon). For clarity, only ACN occupancy is shown here. (C) In structure 1DAZ, Exo site 2 forms crystal contacts with its symmetry partner (green ribbons). Only IPA occupancy is shown for clarity. (D) In a second example from 2AZC, the Face site is in contact with a symmetry partner (yellow ribbon); note it is not the same contact partner that is seen in (B). Only ACN occupancy is shown for clarity. All probe occupancies are shown at r 5 25.
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The Exo site seems to be a favored interface for nonspecific crystal contacts. We found that crystal structures of HIVp in symmetry groups I-222 (e.g., 1ZBG), I-4 1 22 (e.g., 2AZC), P-112 1 (e.g., 1A8K), P-2 1 2 1 2 1 (e.g., 1DAZ), P-6 1 (e.g., 1A8G), and P-6 1 22 (e.g., 1UPJ) have crystal contacts at or near the Exo site. Specifically, we observed that, in symmetry groups I-222, I-4 1 22, P-112 1 , P-2 1 2 1 2 1 , P-6 1 , and P-6 1 22, one of the symmetry units is in close proximity to the Exo site 1 of the asymmetric unit ( Figure 8B ). 69 Probe occupancies from various maps can be found clustered in the crystal contacts between the two units, similar to the observation described by Mattos et al. 7 On the other hand, symmetry groups P-112 1 , P-2 1 2 1 2 1 , and P-6 1 22 have symmetry units in close proximity to the Exo site 2. In 1DAZ, 70 crystal contacts are formed between the Exo site 2 of the asymmetric unit and the flap of its symmetry unit (residues P44-I54) ( Figure 8C ). Probe occupancies from various maps were found to populate between the two contacting units. The crystal 2AZC, which belongs to the I-4 1 22 symmetry group, has crystal contacts that overlap with the ACN, IPA, and 1P3 probe occupancies at the Face site ( Figure 8D ): crystal contacts formed between the Face site of the asymmetric unit and a beta-sheet structure near the dimer interface (residues Q18-E21) of its symmetry unit. Interestingly, the Face site residues of HIVp are relatively conserved among similar aspartic proteases from other retroviruses. Using the sequence alignment tool CLUSTAL W v1.81 71 available through the SDSC Biology Workbench 3.2 online server (http://workbench.sdsc. edu), the sequence alignment of the retroviral proteases was examined: the protease of the simian immunodeficiency virus (50% identity to HIVp), HIV type-2 (48% identity to HIVp), equine infectious anemia virus (32% identity to HIVp), and feline immunodeficiency virus (21% identity to HIVp). Several residues of the Face site (most of them hydrophobic) are relatively conserved among the examined aspartic proteases (Table III) . This constitution of hydrophobic residues at the Face site and the tendency of this site to bind hydrophobic probes suggest that this patch of protein surface may function as a docking site for the client polyproteins. Association to this surface may provide some enthalpic compensation through van der Waals interactions and entropic assistance with the displacement of the loosely bound water molecules on this hydrophobic protein surface.
CONCLUSION
Many computational techniques that search for binding hot spots on protein surfaces rely on a static crystal structure and do not account for protein dynamics or the effect of probewater competition. These techniques usually suffer from the many spurious hot spots identified on the protein surface and the inability to identify cryptic sites. To bypass these shortcomings, we used a dynamic sampling method, MixMD, and improved its mapping by lowering the probe concentration. MixMD uses miscible organic probes and does not introduce unphysical parameters to prevent the undesirable aggregation problem of hydrophobic probes. In our test case of HIV-1p, MixMD successfully identified the catalytic site in the closed state. In the semi-open state, MixMD identifies the allosteric Eye site and crystal contact sites in HIVp that are supported by crystallographic evidence. Interestingly, MixMD identifies binding hot spots on the shallow protein surface that are known to form crystal contacts, which explains the observation of strong probe occupancy at locations not known for ligand binding. This information by MixMD would be very useful for identifying potential binding sites and constructing pharmacophore models for structural-based drug discovery projects. Of course, the next phase of our development of MixMD is to quantify our maps and derive binding free energies for the probes, using several diverse proteins. 
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